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O'Reilly Media, Inc, USA. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, JBoss a Developer's
Notebook, Norman Richards, Sam Griffith, There's nothing ordinary about JBoss. What began, as
an open source EJB container project six years ago has become a fully certified J2EE 1.4 application
server with the largest market share, competitive with proprietary Java application servers in
features and quality. And with its dynamic architecture, JBoss isn't just a J2EE server. You can alter
the services to make J2EE work the way you want, or even throw J2EE away completely. After more
than a million downloads, many JBoss users are no longer trying it out on internal test boxes, but
rolling it out on production machines. "JBoss: A Developer's Notebook" takes you on a complete
tour of JBoss in a very unique way: rather than long discussions, you will find code--lots of code. In
fact, the book is a collection of hands-on labs that take you through the critical JBoss features step-
by-step. You don't just read about JBoss, you learn it through direct practical application. That
includes exploring the server's many configurations: from bare features for simple applications, to
the lightweight J2EE configuration, to everything JBoss has in store-including Hibernate and...
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Very good e book and useful one. it was actually writtern extremely properly and useful. I found out this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to discover.
-- Heloise Wieg a nd-- Heloise Wieg a nd

A fresh eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I am delighted to inform you that this is the greatest
book i have read through during my individual existence and may be he very best publication for ever.
-- Er a  Thom pson-- Er a  Thom pson
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